Rayoface™

BOPP Labels for
Industrial Applications

use our imagination...

Suitable for BS5609
Certified Labels

MARINE

DRUM
LABELS

BS5609 is the
benchmark standard for
marine drum labelling.
Intensive internal
laboratory testing has
shown these films to be
suitable for this harsh
application.

UV

STABILISED

ONE WORLD CHEMICAL
MAUFACTURING CO.
Innovation Boulevard,
Anytown, ABC 123

COLOUR
STABILITY

Two year film and
coating resistance.

CHEMICAL
RESISTANCE

(123) 456 78910

20%

HIGH
OPACITY
HIGH
YIELD

YIELD
ADVANTAGE
Over
competitive
material.

Cavitated or
solid white
BOPP core.

Scan this barcode
to go to our website.
If no scanner, check
your app. store.

DURABLE

EXCEPTIONAL

BARCODE

MATT WHITE
COATING

PRINTING
PERFORMANCE

Picket
Fence

VERIFICATION
Ladder

Across a
wide range of
processes.

PRINTABLE

Rayoface™
WTT92
VTT66, 81

For smudge free
printing and
excellent barcode
verification.

COATED

Allows lower print
head temperatures
and high print
speeds.
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Disclaimer: Innovia Films or any of its affiliated companies (hereinafter ‘Innovia Films’) declines any liability with respect to the use made by any third party of the information contained herein. The information
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